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AlphaGo Zero (DeepMind)

Beating grandmasters


AI "Libratus" of Carnegie Mellon 

racked up over $1.7 million worth of 

chips

 against four of the top professional 

poker players 


Starcraft II (DeepMind)

Competing with prof players


What for should we still be doing game 
theory? 


bridge ?


zero-sum games 
of imperfect information with finite 

duration  



Simple poker

• Adapted from simple poker by von Neumann-Morgenstern


• Two players Eve and Adam 
• Eve receives a private card (from a 52 deck), hidden from Adam

• HeartSuit       = winning

• Initial pot = 2 euros

• Eve may 


• check: game over, payoff +1 or -1 depending on the cardsuit

• or raise: add 2 in the pot


• Adam may fold: game over, payoff +1 for Eve 

• or call: payoff +3 or -3 depending on the cardsuit
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Strategies?



Pure strategies for Eve 

Agressive strategy: always raise

Adam may always call

Eve has expected payoff 1/4 * (+3) + 3/4 * (-3) = - 3/2


Cautious strategy: raise iff

Adam may never call

Eve has expected payoff 1/4 * (+1) + 3/4 * (-1) = - 1/2


Mixed strategy for Eve 

Always raise with

Raise with probability 0 <= p <= 1 with 


Adam always fold: 1/4 * (+1) + 3/4 p * (+1)  + 3/4 (1 - p) * (-1) = - 1/2 + 3/2 p

Adam always call:  1/4 * (+3)  + 3/4 p * (-3)   + 3/4 (1 - p) * (-1)  = - 3/2 p


Maximal when p = 1/6 payoff -1/2 + 1/4



Normal form

call fold

agressive -3/2 1

cautious 0 -1/2

Eve chooses a probability distribution x in Δ(rows) 
Adam                 …                               y in Δ(columns) 
The expected payoff of Eve is E(x,y) = tx A y


Von Neumann: existence of the value  

sup_x inf_y E(x,y) = inf_y sup_x E(x,y)


and optimal mixed strategies x* and y* for both players.


Every entry of the row vector  tx* A is >= v 

Every entry of the column vector Ay* is <= v


Computable using linear programming.



Normal form

call fold

agressive -3/2 1

cautious 0 -1/2

Eve (row player)    :  1/6 agressive + 5/6 cautious

Adam (col player) :  1/2 call + 1/2 fold


1/2 call + 1/2 fold

agressive -1/4

cautious -1/4

call fold

1/6 agressive 
+ 5/6 cautious -1/4 -1/4

Maximise v 

a in [0,1]

c in [0,1]

a + c = 1


-3/2 *a + 0 *b >= v

1 *a - 1/2 *b >= v



Reduction:  

pure strategy = choice of a single action in every information set

σ :  InfoSets(Eve) —> Actions


Example: always raise with         never raise with  

                 never raise

                 always raise


• start with a zero-sum game with finite duration and imperfect information

• game-tree + information sets


• create a normal form game

• rows = pure strategies of Eve

• cols = pure strategies of Adam




Extensive form game with behavioural strategies: 
Eve takes decisions in a sequential way 


σ :  InfoSets(Eve) —> Δ ( Actions )

Adam chooses


τ :  InfoSets(Adam) —> Δ ( Actions )


Payoff of Eve is the expected value of leaf node.


Normal form game with mixed strategies: 
Eve chooses a probability distribution Σ over pure strategies 


Σ  in Δ( { σ :  InfoSets(Eve) —> Actions } ) 
Adam a probability distribution Τ οωερ


T in Δ( { τ :  InfoSets(Adam) —> Actions } )



General reduction:  

Theorem (folk): assuming perfect-recall, the extensive form game with behavioural 
strategies has a value, equal to the one of the normal form game with mixed strategies.


Corollary: value of games with imperfect information is computable in EXPTIME.




Perfect recall = 


actions observable by the decision maker         +       no information loss

Action a  
of Eve

Action b  
of Eve

Information set of Eve

Perfect recall = each player receive a sequence of private signals, which includes its 
own actions, never forgets any signal.


Perfect recall (Kuhn) = the canonical transformation from mixed strategies to 
behavioural strategies preserves payoffs. 



Solving extensive form games (with perfect recall) in PTIME 

[Koeller - Meggido 90]  [von Stengel 96]


Exponential the reduction to normal form.


Assume no nature move 
• playing two pure behavioural strategies one against another = one leaf

• In the normal form game, some leaves appear exponentially many times


With Nature moves 
• push Nature probabilities down to leaves

• multiply the payoff on a leaf by product of probabilities of Nature moves

• Nature nodes become additive: the payoff on a Nature node is the sum of payoff 


                 of its sons
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Solving extensive form games (with perfect recall) in PTIME 

[Koeller - Meggido 90]  [von Stengel 96]


Linearization trick 
• use realization plans instead of strategies for Adam: 


• = probability for Adam to realise the sequence of actions to a given node 

• linear local constraints on plans


• value does not change on Eve and Nature nodes

• additive constraint on Adam node

3/4

3/4 3/4

Eve

Adam

1/4 1/2

1Adam

1/4Eve

Adam

Adam

3/4 1/4

1/3 2/3

Realization plan
Strategy



Solving extensive form games (with perfect recall) in PTIME 

[Koeller - Meggido 90]  [von Stengel 96]


Linear program 

Variables  
a plan of Eve

value for every information set of Adam


Minimize value(root)


Constraints 
value of a leaf is the product of


• the product of probabilities of Nature moves on the path to the leaf

• the payoff in the leaf

• the plan of Adam in this leaf 


value of an information set controlled by Eve or Nature 

= sum of the values of successors


or every action a of Adam, value of an information set controlled by Adam, 

<= sum of the values of successors, consistent with action a




Simple poker



Real computer poker

The LP approach does not scale to real (zero-sum) poker.


• abstraction of states or actions

• no-regret learning techniques 

• symetries

• end-game analysis

• adaptation of Lemke Hawson pivoting algorithm

• …




Imperfect recall

Motivation:  

• bridge, 2 (North-South) against 2 (East-West), team games

players in the same team share a common goal but they dont share private 
information


can be modelled with imperfect recall:

North plays knowing his cards

South plays knowing her cards but forgetting those of North

North plays knowing his cards but forgetting those of South

…


• abstraction of large games with perfect recall
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Pure strategies: 
 always right: payoff 0

always left: payoff 0


Mixed strategies: 
payoff 0


Good behavioural strategy?
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+1

Forest 
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Forest 
0

R

RL

L

Pure strategies: 
 always right: payoff 0

always left: payoff 0


Mixed strategies: 
payoff 0


Good behavioural strategy: drive randomly (1/2L + 1/2R)


Behavioural stronger than mixed



0

R

RL

L

L R

01 0 0

R

RL

L

L R

00 1

Payoff 1/2 with mixed 1/2 L + 1/2 R


No more then 1/4 with behavioural


Mixed stronger than behavioural

Adam

Eve Eve

Eve Eve Eve Eve



Mixed strategies: 

probability measures over set of pure strategies


General strategies (Horn / Bertrand, Genest, G.): 

probability measures over set of behavioural strategies




decision problem: set of words (input instances)


Examples: 

• prime numbers

• games with non-negative values

•   


PTIME decision problem: there is polynomial-time predicate P such that x∈L iff P(x)


NP decision problem: there is polynomial-time predicate P such that x∈L iff there 
exists a y such that P(x,y)=1


NP-hard: an algorithm to solve this problem can be used to solve any problem in NP, 
using a PTIME reduction.


Sp2 decision problem: there exists a polynomial-time predicate P such that

If x∈L then there exists a y such that for all z, P(x,y,z)=1 
If x ∉ L then there exists a z such that for all y, P(x,y,z)=0 

Algorithmic Complexity



Complexity of Games with 
Imperfect recall

Mixed strategies 

NP-hard [Koller-Meggido 92] : deciding whether Eve can guarantee >= 0 payoff 
with mixed.


Reduction from 3-SAT 


Adam/Nature chooses a clause

Eve is asked to value the 3 variables of the clause and wins 1 iff SAT

Imperfect recall enforces Eve to map variables to truth values

Can be encoded in a tree of polynomial size.


NP-complete [Koller-Meggido 92] if Adam has perfect recall, or there is no chance 
move.


Sp2-complete [Balagaru, G., Paul] in general



Imperfect recall

Complexity? 

Behavioural strategies, one player


Maxval-1-Behv: non-negativity of the value of one-player game with imperfect 
information and behavioural strategies.


PSPACE, by reduction to existential FO theory over the real closed field

Expected payoff is a polynomial in the probability used to take decisions.


Max-poly: given a polynomial F(X1,…,XN), does it take non-negative values?


[Balagaru, G., Paul] Maxval-1-Behv is Max-poly hard.




Probability 

x to choose R in blue information set

y to choose r in red information set


Value


max_{x,y} 1/4 ( 12 x2 + 20 x * (1-y) - 32 (1-y)2 - 4 )




The positive support problem: 
Given a game and a selection of actions at every node,

does there exists an optimal behaviour strategy whose support is exactly 
this selection of actions?


[Balagaru, G., Paul] The positive support problem is as hard as strong sqrt-sum.


A game with value 



Imperfect recall

Behavioural strategies, two players


Maxval-2-Behv: non-negativity of the value of two-player games with 
imperfect information.


MaxMin-poly: given a polynomial F(X1,…,Xn,Y1,…,Ym), does there exists x1,
…xn such that F(x1,…,xn,Y1,…,Ym) takes only non-negative values?


[Balagaru, G., Paul] Maxval-2-Behv is MaxMin-poly hard.




A-loss recall [Cermak, Bosansky, Pechoucek] 

Players may forget their own actions.


[Cermak, Bosansky, Pechoucek] NP-hard


 


[Balagaru, G., Paul] sqrt-sum hard


A game with value     -



Conclusion 

The class of games with imperfect information and perfect recall is ok (PTIME)


Without the perfect recall assumption, one goes beyond NP, 

even for the very restricted class of one-player with A-loss


For two players with imperfect recall, even worse, one may not be in PSPACE anymore.


Few hope to tackle exact solving of games like Bridge


Hope: perform smart drastic automatic abstraction of the state space and adapt 

regret-based learning to the setting of team games.



